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Neutron reflectometry was used to study the assembly of magnetite nanoparticles in a water-based ferrofluid close to a silicon

surface. Under three conditions, static, under shear and with a magnetic field, the depth profile is extracted. The particles have an

average diameter of 11 nm and a volume density of 5 % in a D2O/H2O mixture. They are surrounded by a 4 nm thick bilayer of

carboxylic acid for steric repulsion. The reflectivity data were fitted to a model using a least square routine based on the Parratt

formalism. From the scattering length density depth profiles the following behavior is concluded: The fits indicate that excess

carboxylic acid covers the silicon surface and almost eliminates the water in the densely packed wetting layer that forms close to

the silicon surface. Under constant shear the wetting layer persists but a depletion layer forms between the wetting layer and the

moving ferrofluid. Once the flow is stopped, the wetting layer becomes more pronounced with dense packing and is accompanied

by a looser packed second layer. In the case of an applied magnetic field the prolate particles experience a torque and align with

their long axes along the silicon surface which leads to a higher particle density.

1 Introduction

Ferrofluids (FF) are colloidal suspensions of magnetic

nanoparticles (NPs) with a diameter of a few nanometers. The

particles are smaller than the minimum size of a magnetic do-

main and therefore they are expected to be in a mono-domain

state1,2. Due to thermal motion the magnetic moments of the

particles are randomly oriented in the absence of an external

magnetic field and the liquid as a whole exhibits a paramag-

netic behavior. Typically the particles are suspended in a car-

rier fluid such as oil, water, or others and are coated by long

chain ligands. This geometry leads to a competition between

magnetic and steric interactions resulting in strong correla-

tions between magnetic and translational degrees of freedom.

Both thermal motion and steric repulsion keep the ferrofluid

stable with respect to agglomeration.

In an external magnetic field the magnetic moments of indi-

vidual particles orient along the field lines, while dipolar inter-

actions simultaneously lead to field-induced ordering3. This

results, for example in magneto-rheological and other prop-
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erties which are of strong interest as the viscosity sensitively

depends on external magnetic fields4. In particular, under the

influence of shear, a torque is applied to the particles, leading

to a field-induced viscosity anisotropy, as has been observed in

a ferrofluid based on nanodisc cobalt particles5. As a result of

their unique field-dependent properties, magnetic liquids offer

enormous potential for applications. Recent advances of fer-

rofluid research and application of magnetically controllable

and tunable fluids in field such as optics, sensors, actuators,

seals, lubrication, and static/dynamic magnetically driven as-

sembly of structures are summarized in Ref.6.

Recently several small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)

studies probing the inter-particle correlation under the influ-

ence of external magnetic fields have been performed on a se-

ries of cobalt core/shell FF samples with Co concentrations

ranging from 0.2 to 6 vol% and a particle size of 12 nm (core

radius: 3.7 nm, ligand-shell thickness: 2.3 nm)7,8. With a

magnetic field of 1 T applied to samples with Co concen-

trations above 1 vol%, pronounced magnetic anisotropy was

observed. The data have been explained by the formation of

hexagonal layers aligned with the normal to the plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field but with no preferred orientation

in the plane. For a diluted sample with 1 vol% Co no hexago-

nal planes were found but there was a strong indication for the

presence of chain-like aggregates of particles aligned along

the magnetic field. However, coexistence of chain segments

with hexagonal ordered domains has been observed when the

magnetic field was increased to 1 T9. The observed phenom-

ena were explained by competing interactions between hard

core repulsion, Van der Waals attraction and magnetic dipole-
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dipole interaction8. For small dipolar interaction the forma-

tions of either chains or chain segments may be favored as

shown by rescaled mean sphere approximation modeling of

competing repulsive and attractive interactions10. However, if

dipolar interaction exceeds a critical value, a transition from

the uniaxial to a lamellar ordering should occur, with almost

close-packed in-plane structures, as shown by recent molecu-

lar dynamics studies.11,12

The appearance of magnetic-field induced changes of vis-

cosity under shear stress was observed in 1969 in diluted sus-

pensions of anisotropic shaped cobalt particles with a size of

a few tens of nanometers at concentrations below 1 vol%13.

Theoretical explanations of this effect are based on the concept

of the constraint of free rotation of the particles in a shear flow

due to the influence of an external applied field14,15. When

a magnetic field is applied, a tendency for magnetic moments

to orient parallel to the magnetic field direction is expected.

Assuming the magnetic moment in each particle is fixed to the

long axis, the particles will tend to align along the direction

of the field. Shear flow, however, applies a mechanical torque

on each particle due to the viscous friction. This causes a mis-

alignment of the magnetic moments away from the magnetic

field direction. Without a magnetic field the particles under

shear flow are able to rotate freely but with an applied mag-

netic field, free rotation of the particles in the flow is hindered.

As a result, a magnetic torque is expected to realign the mag-

netic moments along the magnetic field leading to an increase

of viscosity in the FF.

Other SANS investigations also take into account shear flow

and have studied magneto-viscous effects in ferrofluids by

using a specially designed rheometer16. Shear rates up to

200 s−1 and magnetic fields up to 200 mT have been applied to

magnetite and cobalt-based ferrofluids. The magnetite-based

ferrofluids show only relatively weak changes under the influ-

ence of magnetic field and shear indicating the formation of

short chains. For cobalt-based ferrofluids, however, stronger

effects occur with evidence for formation of a chain-like struc-

ture under the influence of magnetic field and shear flow. This

observation is also supported by molecular dynamic simula-

tions17.

As a further control parameter, the interaction of a ferrofluid

with a solid interface was investigated. Studies via optical ex-

periments18 and theoretical calculations19 describe the exis-

tence of a surface-induced ferrofluid wetting layer on a glass

substrate. Strong off-specular x-ray scattering was detected

when studying the interaction of a ferrofluid of 11 nm sized

superparamagnetic particles with a silicon surface20. It was

explained to be due to capillary waves, related to the presence

of aggregates of particles, with fractal dimensions in the vicin-

ity of the silicon surface.

Neutron reflectivity (NR) studies of a very dense FF (with

a concentration of 9 vol% and 5.5 nm size Fe3O4 particles in

D2O) in contact with a horizontal Si/SiO2 surface show very

interesting features. Without a magnetic field, a dense wetting

double-layer at the SiO2 surface develops within 1 h. Apply-

ing DC magnetic fields up to 10 mT leads either to short-range

ordering when the magnetic field is parallel to the surface or to

a long-range ordering in nanoparticle (NP) sheets adjacent to

the Si/SiO2 interface when the magnetic field direction is per-

pendicular to the SiO2 surface21. The layering at the interface

was found to be a very slow process and for a field applied

perpendicular to the surface long-range ordering extending up

to 30 layers into the FF was observed only after 48 hours.

In the present study we investigate the interactions of fer-

rofluids with a solid interface under the influence of both mag-

netic field and shear by using a shear cell in a vertical geom-

etry. Measurements using a commercial water-based FF with

10 nm sized magnetite particles with an oleic acid based lig-

and dispersant are presented in this paper. This type chosen

represents the most common type of ferrofluids and is close to

what is used in industry. Neutron reflectivity was employed

for getting insight into the out-of-plane structural ordering of

the magnetic nanoparticles on a Si/SiO2 surface, as well as

insight into the characteristics of the organic layers between

the nanoparticle cores. As each ferrofluid is a complicated

system characterized by certain parameters such as concentra-

tion, particle type, size and distribution, ligand type, polarities

etc. and as interactions with a solid interface also depend on

the interface itself, the phenomena observed may not occur in

exactly the same way in another FF system. However, certain

trends of wetting and packing, for example, are transferable to

similar ferrofluid systems and provide a basis for understand-

ing these complex systems.

From previous studies it is known that magnetite particles

with an oleic acid dispersant in water are always stabilized

with a ligand double layer22. This is visualized in Fig. 1. The

length of the oleic acid molecule is 2 nm. It is bent due to an

unsaturated C=C bond in the middle resulting in a deformable

shell. With a single layer the shell would be hydrophobic and

thus unstable. However, the coating can be stabilized by ex-

cess free surfactant molecules forming a double layer mem-

brane shell around the particle. The excess oleic acid is needed

for a dynamic exchange with the outer shell around the par-

ticles. Otherwise the particles lose the outer shell relatively

quickly. Our neutron investigations reveal that the surfactant

shells coating the nanoparticles play a key role in stabilizing

the nanoparticle wetting layers in this FF system.

These measurements set the stage for a wide range of stud-

ies into fundamental magnetic interactions on the nanoscale.

From a basic science perspective this may serve as a tool to test

interactions of magnetic domains of various sizes, strengths,

and separations. This will be of particular value in validat-

ing nanomagnetic modeling. From an applied perspective,

understanding the rheology and surface interactions of fer-
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results obtained in all of the static cases. Since the SLD of

layer # 3 is larger than that obtained in the static cases, it ap-

pears that this layer contains more water. The shear-induced

changes in layer # 3 have to be discussed within the context

of the entire structure, taking into account layer # 4. As men-

tioned above, it can be assumed that in the case of shear, both

a static wetting layer and a moving ferrofluid occurs. There-

fore, layer # 3 contains only the ligands of the static wetting

layer.

Layer # 4 has a thickness of (12.2±3.2) nm which roughly

corresponds to the average core size. Its SLD is Nb# 4 =

5.14 · 10−4nm−2, which is higher than the SLDs of both the

transition region and the ferrofluid-bulk. An increased SLD in

the case of shear can be explained by a higher water content

with respect to the SLDs of the transition region and the fer-

rofluid bulk and therefore probably means depletion of oleic

acid coated Fe2O3 particles relative to the bulk ferrofluid. It

corresponds to the formation of a layer between the static wet-

ting layer and the moving ferrofluid.

4 Summary

In summary, reflectometry measurements of a ferrofluid in

contact with a silicon surface and exposed to different condi-

tions of shear and magnetic field were performed. In all cases,

a densely packed wetting layer builds up at the silicon surface.

In the static case without shear the core part of the wetting

layer very much agrees in thickness with the average core size

of the particles. Supported by simple geometrical model cal-

culations, the wetting layer can be assumed to be a densely

packed sheet of particles. The observed ordering is predomi-

nantly one dimensional, as induced by surface interactions and

it is limited to a very short distance from the surface. In the

plane, any reference to close packing is strictly from a density

point of view. We do not determine long range order in our

measurements, only that there is sufficient short range order

to support the packing densities that we observe. Beyond the

short near-surface region, the ferrofluid appears to be evenly

dispersed. When wetting the surface, the bilayer shell around

the particles stays intact leading to a distance of two bi-layers

between the particles in the densely packed wetting layer. The

ferrofluid solution contains enough excess oleic acid to com-

pletely wet the silicon surface and to eliminate most of the

water from the layers close to the surface. The hybrid layer

that forms at the SiO2 interface includes the oleic acid that

coats the substrate surface along with ligands that form a shell

around the nanoparticles. Since this hybrid layer does not

change substantially upon shearing the ferrofluid or applying

a magnetic field, we conclude that it is essential for stabiliz-

ing the wetting layer, presumably via steric interactions. This

base layer facilitates the growth of a second nanoparticle layer,

not as densely packed and not as ordered as the wetting layer,

which is assumed to build up between the wetting layer and

the ferrofluid bulk which is assembled at a depth of 60 nm

from the silicon surface.

When a magnetic field is applied, shape anisotropy in-

duces a torque that acts on the elongated particles and grad-

ually aligns them with their longer axes parallel to the sil-

icon surface. This nanoparticle rotation leads to a smaller

core layer thickness and a higher packing density. The SLD

value is correspondingly higher. Also for this case, the sec-

ond nanoparticle layer again forms but the distance between

the two nanoparticle layers is greater than that observed in the

zero-field case. We speculate that the nanoparticle reorien-

tation leads to changes in the dipole interactions among the

nanoparticles which then results in a greater repulsion between

the layers21.

In the case of shear a static densely-packed particle layer

at the interface and a moving bulk ferrofluid can be assumed.

Due to shear the wetting layer is slightly spread out in thick-

ness which can be explained by the assumption that the wet-

ting layer is very stable and only immobile particles stick to

the silicon surface. Between the moving ferrofluid and the

static wetting layer, a depletion layer occurs as a result.

We have demonstrated that the interactions between a fer-

rofluid and a solid interface lead to the formation of self-

assembled, multilayer structures. The hybrid organic layer

that forms on the substrate surface appears to stabilize the

complex wetting layer even in the presence of shear. The

composition and thickness of the individual layers are sensi-

tive to nanoparticle size and shape distributions as a result of

the competing energetic interactions in the system. Applica-

tion of a magnetic field leads to subtle variations in the layer

characteristics. These results thus provide a path forward for

controlling and tuning these self-assembled structures for de-

vice applications.

Additional experiments are needed to determine the role of

the surface properties such as hydrophobicity etc., on the or-

dering in more detail. In addition, ordering at magnetic or pat-

terned surfaces or temperature may be employed to determine

the interaction strength of the particles in the layers.
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